galleys, having discharged their Heavy pieces, had gone about, and
were pulling out of range again as the few hasty shots from the fort
splashed harmlessly about them. Even at that distance could be heard
the rousing cheer with which the Corsairs greeted the result of their
r bombardment As it died down, the sentinel on La Mola discharged
"it last his piece, to give the alarm, and then, fl jpging down his arquebuse
and crutch, so that he might run the faster, sped yelling, "Y'Allah!
Y'Allah I** to carry the warning to the next outpost.
But it was no longer necessary, for from his station Dragut had
already sighted the galleon at the mouth of the creek and after a
moment's incredulous gaping pause had roared his jubilation at this
vision. His trumpets sounded, and in a moment a dozen of his
galleys had quitted the main body of the fleet and were advancing at
the utmost speed of the gangs.
Sinan-el-Sanim was in command of this detachment, with orders to
board and seize a vessel supposed—as Prospero reckoned that it would
be—a richly laden prize, perhaps from the New World.
Dragut, himself, with the remainder of his fleet, keeping under the
peninsula of La Mola, where no shot from Mahon could reach him,
followed leisurely at a distance.
The galleon, notwithstanding this rush to meet her, with an over-
weening confidence, as it seemed, that provoked the mockery of the
Corsairs, held steadily on close-hauled, with a gentle list to larboard.
The main body of her crew, having made all secure, had dropped over
the side into the attendant long-boat just as she was heading into the
€reek, an operation this which had gone unperceived by the Moslems.
Aboard her now there were none but her master, who remained at the
helm, dressed only in' shirt and drawers, Diomedes, who was busy on
the main deck below, and Prospero, who, armed with a linstock, had
stationed himself at the forechasers in the prow.
The galleys came on in line abreast, the platforms behind the rostra
thronged with yelling turbaned devils who counted the galleon as good
as taken already since she was too far committed in that narrow place
to attempt to go about. Indeed, to leave the western shore to which
she clung would be to lose the little breeze that reached her over the
heights of La Mola.
When not more than thiee-quarters of a mile lay between the
Corsairs and the Imaculada, Diomedes suddenly surged at Prospero's
side, with the announcement that all was ready.
Prospero nodded in silence, his face set, and handed the linstock to
the Greek* A moment only the master-gunner spent in laying the
chasers, then touched them off, more or less at a venture, in quick
succession. The first shot flung up a harmless shower of spray in the
space between two of the galleys; but the second, by great good
fortune, ricocheting from the water, broached the Sank of one of the
Corsairs between wind and water, compelling her to fall behind and,
'in a leaking condition, seek safety ashore. With redoubled yells of
toy the remainder continued an undeterred advance.
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